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Translation Sâdiq son of ‘Ammî’ anas, son of Hayw, son of Ya[r]ta, dedicated Milhuhumû, his children
and his possessions to ‘Athtar, for Almaqah, for dhât-Himyam and for Samî. Transcription DQM BN

‘M’NS BN h. ywm bn y[]t’ hqny ‘ttr wsm’ d-z. byt mlh. hmw wwldhw[]wqnyhw b’ttr wb ‘lmqh wb d-th. mym
wb sm’ This rectangular libation table, carved out of a thick piece of alabaster, is engraved all around

the edges with a Sabean inscription. The dedication is made to the god ‘Sami dhu-- Zabyat’, and allows
us to determine the provenance of this table most likely to Jidfir Ibn Munaykhir, ancient Kuha-l, in

modern day Yemen. The table has a raised border and a smooth flat interior, slightly slanted to guide
libations to the overflow shaped like a stylized bull’s head. A shallow groove between the horns serves

as a drain. The prominent eyes rest under vertical ears and horns. The abstract style of the bull’s head is
softened by the curve of the drain on the forehead, elegantly flaring when joining the horns, and the white

cream colour of the alabaster. The bull occupied an important role in South Arabian sacrificial rituals
and its image can be found on sacrificial tables, funeral stelae, statues temple friezes and more. The

bull is associated with the gods Sami and Wadd in the Yemeni Jawf, with Sayyin in the Hadramite
culture, and with Anbay in Qataba-n. It is a symbol of fertility and reproduction, as well as rebirth after
death. Given this dual function, the image of the bull appears both in temples and in funerary contexts

throughout the 1st millennium BC and in the following centuries. Libation tables were used to honour the
dead and the gods. They concretized offerings of food, drink and blood: a channel allowed water or

blood to flow on to the floor, thus recreating the sacrificial offerings being made. Some libation tables
were engraved with offering scenes or rituals, although in this stunning example a dedication was

carved on its edges. Only the nose of the bull is exempt from engravings. The text starts on the front
side, on the left of the bucranium, then continues clockwise. On the first four sides, the text was carved

on a single line, then the letters diminished in size to allow two lines on top of each other. The mention of
three generations in one dedication is particularly rare, making this libation table one of the finest

examples of its kind. It is important to note that this is perhaps one of the most widely published and
exhibited South Arabian artworks in private hands, and that it was selected to be included in many

museum publications and exhibitions for its extraordinary quality, rarity and provenance.
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